
Reserve Road, Gidgegannup Bush Fire 3rd January, 2014 -THANK YOU 
 
Just as you think life is going along very pleasantly and smoothly and you relax, along comes something, whacks you 
hard and says get smart, life is serious and you had better realise it. 
 
That was the pleasant holiday mode after Christmas and New Year, the weather was a very comfortable mid twenties, 
Australia had won the Ashes and there seemed to be time to do the things I wanted to do, off the treadmill! 
 
3rd January, Friday afternoon about 4.00 pm when the phone rang.   There’s a fire in the top paddock, get the gates open 
for the Fire Brigade.   Instantly rang triple 000, which had already been done as the caller in the top paddock at least had 
mobile coverage and said to the Better half – get moving and take the fire unit up to the top paddock fast.   Luckily it was 
hitched up and full of water, as off he sped.   I went in the other direction opening the gates up and then up to the fire site 
to see what I could do to help.   In a matter of a few minutes the fire had taken out one paddock and a couple of fences 
and was in the top paddock and travelling fast through the grass.   Better half and helper were hosing the front to stop it 
taking the water tank out and getting into the trees and from there half way along Reen Road in very difficult terrain.   
Started slamming around with a shovel on spot fires and then hearing sirens in the distance went down to the front gate to 
wave frantically at advancing fire units and direct them up the hill.   The fire by this time had jumped the fire break where 
the bush went across the boundary and was rapidly advancing downhill into a gulley.   My best position was at the gate 
directing traffic and doing what I was told. 
 
With the help of two planes plus fire crews from nine areas, a lot of water, very little wind and an efficient machine which 
is our local Volunteer Fire Brigades, the fire was brought under control and eventually burnt out 20 ha with no casualties 
apart from the fences. 
 
Hence the huge THANK YOU to everyone involved.   It was impressive, everyone knew their job and did it calmly and 
with good humour.   The police were present directing traffic and finding out the cause.   They needed to know whether it 
was arson and were busy noting the numbers of all vehicles in the area.   The fire fighters were fantastic.   The planes 
were accurate in dumping their water, the loader drivers put huge breaks in to contain the fire.   The neighbours were 
brilliant and a particular thank you to Ian for bringing your bobcat along.   I did the water run taking bottles round to 
everyone.   The next day and on the Sunday half of Gidge were mopping up in our top paddock. 
 
Although our fire plan worked relatively well, there were things we didn’t do and should have and lessons to be learnt. 
 
- Don’t think fires will not start unless it is a High risk day, they do.   In this case the temperature was under 30 degrees 

with very little wind. The firies tell me that there seems to be a trend for more accidental fires starting on lower risk 
days because people are more complacent. 

- Bear in mind in summer not to drive in any paddock that has grass that will come into contact with your exhaust.   
This fire was caused by the exhaust on a ute causing ignition – no carelessness, just not concentrating. 

- Invest in hand held units (such as 9 lt stored pressure water extinguishers or knapsack sprays) to carry on all vehicles 
on the place and install them and carry them at all times.   Don’t have them in the shed ready to go when it gets “hot”. 

- Invest in a fire unit on a trailer and ensure that it is filled up and hitched up so it can be deployed immediately.  Make 
sure the hose mechanism works efficiently. Alternatively a slip on unit set up so it can be very quickly deployed.  

- Have a mobile phone with you and pray that there is a signal.   Note to Telstra get off your butt and give us a reliable 
and consistent coverage.   Anything that saves time is a huge saving on resources and possibly saves property and 
lives. 

- Have a plan in place and put it into practise – there will be faults with it but that is still better than no plan at all.  
 
So we have 
 
1. Prevention 
2. Fast notification to authorities and doing what you can to safely deal with the fire whilst waiting for help 
3. As best you can assisting the fire crews and other agencies without getting in the way 
4. Learning lessons from the experience and putting them into practise. 
 
Again thank you to both East and West Gidge Brigades and all the others that come along. The network is great and 
works so well.   Be extremely grateful that we are part of a wonderful, supportive community that is not only Gidgegannup 
but extends up to Toodyay, down to the Swan Valley, over to Mundaring, Mt. Helena, Wundowie, up to Morangup and 
apologies to those I have missed. 
 
Sally Block 
 


